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 It’s hard to overstate the importance of light in the ancient world. The writers of the Bible 

lived in a sort of continuing quest for illumination. Light meant security; it meant wholeness. To 

live in darkness was the worst possible condition. So it’s easy to see how light became associated 

with God and God’s presence, while darkness was for those who were cut off from God. 

Applying the physical experience of darkness to the spiritual condition of alienation was a 

natural connection. 

 

 We don’t relate to that very well in our world, though. We’re used to the convenience of 

just flipping a switch and putting an end to darkness. We illumine every corner whenever we 

want and can avoid darkness our whole lives. So the experience of spiritual darkness may make 

less sense to us. It seems we ought to be able to overcome it as easily as flipping a switch. That 

means we need to dig a little deeper to understand the darkness in our spirits; we need to be more 

intentional about dwelling in darkness so we can experience light rising in us.  

 

 Something we’ve lost in the synthetic light we create is an appreciation of darkness. I 

don’t know if this story is true or a Hollywood fabrication, but in the movie Apollo 13, Jim 

Lovell, played by Tom Hanks, tells a story about flying a mission across the Sea of Japan at 

night and losing his instrument panel; all the lights in the cockpit went dark. He had no way of 

knowing his heading back to the carrier he needed to land on. But in the darkness he was able to 

see in the water the glow of phosphorescent algae stirred up by the carrier’s wake. If he hadn’t 

been in total darkness he would never have seen that. Sometimes we need the darkness in order 

to see more clearly. 

 

 A few years ago Barbara Brown Taylor wrote a book called Learning to Walk in the Dark 

in which she explores physical and metaphorical darkness. She notes early on how whenever she 

told friends and acquaintances about what she was working on, they all had negative associations 

with darkness. She writes: 

 

  “Their associations with darkness were so uniformly negative 

  That I thought about sending out a survey to discover what had  

  happened. How had so many people arrived at the conclusion  

that darkness was something to be feared, fought, gotten through 

or avoided? Was it a Hollywood thing or a Freudian thing, a ghost  

story thing or a religious thing? Had their parents instilled the  

fear of darkness in them to keep them safe when they were young 

or did they have their own alarming experiences of dark to fuel  

their fear?” 

 

Are we in the dark about darkness by design or by conditioning? However it’s happened our 

avoidance of darkness leaves us stunted and cuts us off from depths of spiritual awakening we 

cannot find without it.  



 I sense that may be behind Isaiah’s words in the passage we heard. The people of Israel 

are told to arise and shine, to discover the light of God rising in them. That’s only possible for a 

people who have dwelled in darkness. And the peoples around them, who are currently in 

darkness, will discover the light rising in God’s people and be drawn to them. The prophet 

doesn’t describe these others as evil or rejected; they’re just waiting, waiting for the light to rise 

so they can go to it—even if they don’t realize that’s what they’re waiting for. When we can 

surround ourselves with so much artificial light it becomes hard for us to see God’s light rising; 

when we refuse to walk in the dark we miss the light when it appears. 

 

 In her book Taylor writes, “Step 1 of learning to walk in the dark is to give up running 

the show.” We have to take our hand off the light switch. We need to allow ourselves to stumble 

or bang a shin now and then or risk walking into a wall if we want to learn to walk in the dark. It 

takes humility and trust to do that. Just as the people of Israel learned humility in exile and put 

their trust in God and not in their own resources, so we are called to let go of control, take a deep 

breath, and step out into the darkness so the light can rise in us.  

 

 Our story from Matthew’s gospel is a wonderful expression of that first step. The magi 

make their way to Judea and then to Bethlehem by setting out into the darkness. They go with 

anticipation but without really knowing what they will find. We aren’t told how far they traveled 

but imagine their journey represents a lifetime, your lifetime. Their journey represents the long 

wandering we’re all called to do in our pursuit of light, in our desire for enlightenment. Their 

journey occurs within each of our spirits as we carry with us all the gifts of praise and adoration 

to lay before the Christ who dwells in us. For it is Christ rising in us who is our light. When we 

become aware of Christ alive in us we offer light to a world dwelling in darkness. We offer the 

light of compassion to the world’s hostility and violence; we offer the light of justice to the 

world’s exploitation and indifference; we offer the light of generosity to the world’s ingratitude 

and selfishness. So open yourselves to the light rising in you; follow it, and it will lead you 

through the darkness and bring you home to God. 

 

Amen 


